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heworld is far stranger
thanyou ever hoped

. or feared.Aliens have

l l

- ilanded,psychic powers
disrupt and confuse, elaborate . .
Q I I conspiracies are speculation and laconic, side-of- philosophy into her laptop. Scully adult in the developed world.
hatched by mthless, mysteriously the-mouth commands. The has depths of sorts, even if Mulder The Internet buzzes with
motivated men. The govemment narrative mode is elliptical — has no time for them. But Mulder's conspiracy theories and insane
wants you to know none of this. It characters cross the world without inner conflict is epic, monumental, speculation about aliens. Newage
fears disorder and panic. Yet one ever appearing in transit. The look demonic. Above all, it is personal. books offeringtales of strange
law-enforcement agency has the is unique in American television - His sister was abducted by aliens, forces and ancient rituals are
evidence locked away in secret gloomy, damp and unglamorous. his father is enmeshed in the bestsellers. The brilliance of The X-

files. Within that agency, one man The sky is almost always cloudy conspiracy and his oneman Files was to condense the whole
and one woman are fearlessly and the roads always wet. crusade to keep the X-Files open spectrum of this global yeaming for
investigating the contents of those Mulder's clothes are those of a has made him a target of strangeness and excitement into
les. They hack their way throuyi a pushy young middle manager, subversion and hatred. His life is one story - that of Mulder and
jungle of cynicism, deception and while Scully is dressed with what empty but for the struggle. Scully against the world.
counter-intelligence. Enemies appears to be a sadistic desire to Occasionally we see him They are the new-age
become friends, friends enemies, make her look dumpy and running round a track, but that is detectives, investigating not
but, undaunted, they are possessed ungainly. They drive mid-size rental the only hint that he ever does murderers but reality and, every
by the insanely optimistic cars and they live in dark, unlovely anything but seek the truth. He is week, nding it guilty. They assert
conviction that they will get ats. When in the eld, they stay onedimensional, but his lite has the natural human desire to
through, that the truth is out there. (in separate rooms) in cheap absolute meaning. His great believe that the at banality of the

That, in a nutshell, is The X~ motels and eat in low-life diners. strength is that he always expects world we are given is simply not
Files, television's most successful The acting is understated to the to die on his mission. He enough, that it cannot hope to ll
expression of popular paranoia point of narcolepsy. There appears is beyond tear because there is the vast, open spaces of our
since Patrick McGoohan's utterly to be some romantic bond nothing to fear, no possibility of imaginations.
deranged The Prisoner. But The between them, but, teasingly, it is loss - except, of course, when Of course, those open spaces
Prisoner was the brilliant creation almost completely suppressed. Scully's life is threatened. can never be filled. The truth will
of one very strange man; it spun All of this seems to add to the But what is all this about? always be out there, one episode
wildly and brilliantly out of control tension. For we know perfectly well Essentially it is an antidote to further on. And the les
and expired. The X-les is a that, behind the masks, both boredom. The cold war is over, so themselves are innite, they
masterpiece of control. ln spite of Mulder and Scully are seething there is no big, friitening, contain every possibility as well as
the increasingly Byzantine with inner conicts. Scully, mysterious enemy in the real the possibility of madness. So
complexity of its plots, it looks as originally instructed by the FBI to world. Science plouyis effectively Mulder is destined never to nd
thouyt it could go on for ever, discredit Mulder's work, is drawn to on, dispersing shadow and peace and Scully will never nd
driving agents Fox Mulder and believe in his sense of the invading the unknown. America faith. The two of them will simply
Dana Scully to ever-geater depths strangeness ofthings. Yet this gets richer. Everything is fine DIOUQI on fl‘|f0U'| the damp, dark
of anguish and thwarted hope. means she must be at war with her except there is no fun, no thrill. It forests of their investigations.

Stylistically, the series is own commonsensicai nature. Her would be thrilling to discover that And, iust as I can never forget
consistent almost to the point of constant appeals to prevailing this whole at, rich, conict-free The Prisoner, with its the sharp,
monotony. Every episode starts scientific wisdom inspire hurtful thing was, in fact, an illusion. And inspiring sense of mysterious '
with the wamingor promise, The scom in her partner. Blank-faced, indeed, that has become one of excitement, so the next generation
Truth is Out There. The scripts she accepts the pain. But then, the most universal contemporary will never forget Mulder and Scully
switch between iust two modes — occasionally, her soul is revealed wishes, the fantasy and desire of — cool, blank-faced and lost I
verbose scientic or philosophical when she taps undergraduate every frenzied teenager and bored Bryan Appleyard
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Theyhave shared almost everything. From the weird and
wackyworkthat obsesses them to the personal traumas
and near-death experiences of the paranormal investigator.
But could their shared passion for the truth ever become
sexual? Don't holdyour breath,warns Chrissy Iley

The emotion that is withheld is always the most emotional crutch than she does. But Scully was
precious. The desire that is sublimated IS always raised a Catholic. She lost her faith because of
the most exquisite. There's so much withheld the life she's seen in the FBI, violence, deception
and sublimated in Mulder and Scully‘s and the death of her father. Mulder gives her
relationship, it's almost pan of the unexplained that laith back because he's a believer. He's
phenomenon. It's an implosion, an emotional religious in his convictions and when his laith
and sexual vortex that's going on, but in a falters, Scully can give him back what he has
parallel universe. given her. . . ' ‘. " Y

It's not so much unrequited love as an They are always being separated. In one
unconsummated, interrupted, constantly tested episode, she is so fed up with the iob that she
and shaken affair. Obviously, Mulder and Scully wants to leave the FBI, and he is saying, "l can‘t
cannot get it together and live happily, or go on without you". Another time he wants to
unhappily, ever after. That would be the end of throw it all in. She says, "l'd consider it more
the show. The lingering sexual tension drives the than a professional loss."
series on. What they have is moments that have Up until series four, ask him the one thing he
been building since they met. wants most, and it is to have his sister back. But

Apparent opposites, she's the scientific in series ve, when Scully gets cancer, the thing
sceptic, the solid one, he is the emotional, he wants most is for Scully to be well. She's
irrational, obsessive believer. But they turn out, saved him, he's saved her, they've developed a

of course, to be a perfect foil for one another. kind of third eye.
His life is devoid of creature comforts to allow Even in episodes when they're rarely
for the complexities of this one passion. His together, they're linked by thought and by the
passion for proot comes from his belief that his life-saving mobile phone encounters. Their
sister was abducted by aliens. shorthand way of speaking is intimate and

They would never have chosen each other, intense. Few words say much. It's typical of their
because they are so different. Shes analytical’, dislocated personalities. Perhaps their most
he's spontaneous. They each have something intense lifechanging moments happen in
the other needs on a primal level. He sees her phone life, not real lite.
as the sister he lost. That's why their love is Sure, they love each other, because they
ometimes of a brother/sister type. He's in depend on each other, and gradually theyare
uter space. She reins him in. consumed by the eroticism of the shared
But she needs him because she's too struggle, even thougi their endeavours are

nalytical, too grounded. He's a free spirit who often set up to be in conflict; she to prove him ,

lows into her life, forcing her to look at things wrong, and he to prove there is something more
she can‘t explain. He needs more of an out there, beyond her cynicism. Their
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relationship has certainly been a slow burn. can't take the possibility of living without her. He
Initially, it wasn't intended even to simmer, retums to her the next day and admits having

Chris Carter, the creator, said that he wanted sat with her that night. Admitting his need for
to avoid the romantic tie-ins that most shows her by saying, with pained laughter, he hoped if
have, so he set out purposefully to avoid it. And he was making the wrong decision, she'd talk
in some ways, you get the sense that they're him out of it. He kisses her on the face once
both asexual. He, who feels much more than he again, but closer to her lips. Her cancer goes
expresses, has a kind of hormonal stoicism. into remission and, if this was a normal show,
She's always dressed in those bulky greys and you'd expect a continuation of this kind of
browns, muted. Even their talk is monotone. emotional intensity. Well, perhaps they irt

It's not until the fth series where he's hiding more, as a kind of vague acknowledgment of
in her bedroom and she enters her apartment, what has gone before, butthat’s it.
starts taking her shirt off to go to bed and a I asked David Duchovny about this, Didn't he
hidden Mulder says, "Keep going, FBI woman," think it was confusing for people to believe
that there is a frisson. But it was was the fans, something was about to happen and then it
the X-philes, that were excited. never did? "So. Scully had cancer and we

The fanatical online X-philes want the never talk about it. So many things have
romance. There are several websites devoted to happened. Still, Scully doesn't believe. lt's the
"shippers", people who are interested primarily suspension of disbelief that we have eamed.
in the relationship aspect of the show. They Mulder and Scully kissing is easily something
want to obsess over the moments, but they that you can never refer to again; people won't
don't want them to actually get together, which think they've got to grow in their relationship,
is a metaphor for the whole show. They want they have to nish that kiss. We never raise
the questions asked, but they never need to those kind of expectations."
know any absolutes. All very existential. The This is because there are so many
most interesting space is between a truth and a suspensions of disbelief going on, and in each
lie. One of the "shippers" sites prints out new episode you don't think of the questions
romantic moments of dialogue, such as: asked and dismissed in the previous one. It's asSi]: Mulder, I wouldn't put myself on the line if all hopes are raised only to be dashed. All
for anybody but you. lovers‘ stares are started, never to be nished.
Miller: If there's an ice tea in that bag, it They are their own world. Even so, they rarely
could be love. call each other by their Christian names.
50%: Must be fate, Mulder, it's root beer. Mulder: sounds like smoulder, sounds like
On another “shippers” site, fans can write their mould, sounds like something that's at the
own scripts, fantasies about what migit happen same time anticipated and decaying.
between Scully and Mulder. Some of them are x- Scully sounds like “Good dog Scully. Good
rated. The point being, because nothing has girl." When she is called by her rst name,
happened, speculation is intriguing, obsessive Dana, you sometimes wonder who it is. Dana is
even. Even when nothing is happening, the a bimbo name. It's the name of people who win
romantic moments guide says, “Mulder and the Eurovision Song Contest. Scully is the terrier
Scully spend most of this episode apart, but that doesn't give up. She's never wimpy lf she
only physically." gets hurt, she's brave. If there's blood, it's

Mulder comes nearest to showing his love for nothing, and she can dissect the yuckiest,
Scully in the episode when his sole dnving force slimiest and crawliest thingwithout inching.
is to nd a cure for her cancer. For once, his Interestingly, she has been voted sexiest
voice is quavering, his face tear-streaked. We woman on TV several times over Vet she
see her limp instead of capable. He sits on her conforms to none of the usual pouty, blonde
bed. They are holding hands. He kisses her breathlessness. She's the sexy scientist,
gently and it's always most powerful when no cleverer than the man in the series.
words are being spoken. They often stare at ln the lm, thouyi, it's more obvious,
each other. The longest time they shared one of traditional, boy-saves-girl stuffand their
their exquisite stares was a full 10 seconds. relationship is altogether less subtle. She's

He can't take her illness, She's the one who's more simpenng, he's more testosterone, but not
supposed to be the doctor. Their dynamic is that so much so that fans of the TV series would nd
she's the one he can rely on. He is much more it unrealistic or that things have moved on
dependent on her, her knowledge and her calm, beyond the point of no retum. They all know that
than she on him. ln the cancer episode, he goes point will never come.
to her in the middle of the night, falls crying at In a way, it's very pure. lt's never going to
her bedside, his head resting next to her. He happen, so it's always going to be beautiful. lt's

always going to be longed for. Questioning the
Itb 35 if all hnpgg are raised truth of their relationship and existence is as

I much what dnves The X-Files as the existence of
to be an lovers stares abducting aliens. Just as we want to know we
Sta!-ted. neverto be are not alone, we want to know that in a parallel

universe, true love exists — and it's Mulder and
They are in their i:iwnworld Scully WHO love each other I
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he X-Fries‘ creator, Chrrs relatronshrp wrth the profoundly Anderson's lrte. lrnagrne how posrtrve feedback on the Net lrom
Carter, clarnrs hrs show rs unhrp. Thanks to the Net, rt has grateful she would be." lans, recognrsrng therr own,
the frrst to garn grassroots bonded wrth the Nerd The Lone Gunmen seem lrke a prompted Carter to brrng them
support “by word of Net", The Lone Gunmen, The X-Fries’ perfect response to The X—Frtes' back lor serres two.
not mouth. Fox Televr.<ron's three oaranord consprracy theorrsts hard<ore audrence, because they At frrst Mulder and Scully
X-Frles websrte, at and Mulder helpmates, are the weren't so much created as merely tapped the trro tor trtbrts

http_,','wwwthexetrlescorn, boasts computerobsessedsfantasy observed Producer Glen Morgan olunusual screntrfrc rnlorrnatron
1000 hrts a day, more than any made tlesh Langly, the shaggy’ and wrrter Marrlyn Osborne stood whrle rernarnrng conternptuous ol
other TV serres websrte Carter, harred Generatron X-er, Byers, the at a 1993 ulologrsts' conference rn therr eccentrrcrtres. But now the
who regularly checks what the neatly bearded protessronal Los Arrgeles and watched three Lone Gunnren are rnarnstoys of
denrzens ol cyberspace are sayrng rnalcontent, and Frohlrke, the srrnrlarly attrred rnen expound a the senes trnd, as .1 bond ol trust
about hrs creotrons, (onsrders rt a ogerng lrogenrouthed pervert, nray theory that the rnagnetrc strrps rn has developed, they have grrrdually
happy acuderrt that the rrse ol The all he socral rnrsfrts but they have dollar brlls were trackrng dev|ces_ been grven more rrnrlorturrt tasks
X—Frles cornrrded wrth the growth rn struck J chord wrth the shows then urge therr nudrence to tear up The Lone Gunrnvrr's purrtrlarrty
onlrrre access But the waythe more olfetheewall fans therr cash. In the Lone Gurrrnen's would suggest that Fur rnrglrt lrnd
serres has courted thrs new. "You too, oh hygrenrcally debut, season ones E B E the rdea of .1 sprneoll serres
trendsettrngdernograrwhrc olten drsadvantaged, lnternetesurfrng eprsode Langly srrnrlarly rrresrstrl)le.But rnrrybe they are '
looks more caltulrrted than casual. werrdo," the X-Frles wnters are encourages Scully to tear up a $20 better employed rrs they are,
The show may be srrturoted rn sayrng, "rnrght have slurnbled hrll E B.E‘s wrrters, Glen Morgan tlutterrngohsessrve lans vrhrle

sophrstrcrrted. norr (ool but rt has across exartly the lund of classrlred und Jarnes Wong, lelt they bungled rerrrrrrnrrrg an nrntrsrrrg srrleshow to
qurckly developed .1 synrbrotrri rnlorrnatron that could save Grllran the Lone Gunr1ren's dehut But the the rnore rnzrrnslredrn vrevrers 9



Une glance
at the shining
metallic
object in the
sky changed
this writere
life lei" ever
Ioris: ioorgill llownll. Photographs: Bohr! Cooper

On Friday, May 30, 1997, I finished researching sunshine glanced off the upper bar. I looked at it
a Scottish wildlife story for The Sunday Times as I walked, my head tumed to the left, trying to
Magazine. I had spent four niyits in Orkney, and understand what it was. I saw that it wasn't a
on the Friday moming I was at Kirkwall Airport to plane, but it might have been two planes, one
catch the 11.50am iyit, BA 8773, to Aberdeen, superimposed by perspective over the other. It
where I was to change onto a flight to Heathrow. did not look in the least like that, so I reiected
The weather was bnlliantly sunny and clear. the theory instantly. (In any case, the previous
When we were called to board the small ight had taken off some 15 minutes earlier.) It
propeller plane, I was the last one out of the might have been a piece of airport apparatus
terminal building and walked slowly across the mounted on a tall pole, but there was no pole.
Tarmac thinking I should probably never retum About four seconds after lirst noticing the
to Orkney. I looked around, to memonse the metallic obyect, I decided to point it out to the air
landscape, and above the windsock to my left, hostess as I got onto the plane, and ask if she
at approximately 45 degrees above the grass could explain it. At that point I felt myself falling
and sea, I saw a motionless silver metal angle in forward, and the riyit side of my face collided
the sky, like two sides of a triangle. Depending violently with the Tarmac. It had happened so
on how far away it was, each bar could have quickly that my hands were still by my sides.
been the size ofa plane, or much larger. The Althougi I had a cut lip, scraped nose, a black
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eye and bruising above the eye (see photograph they relate directly to the field of our interest."
right, taken 24 hours later), my hands and Tlmory Good, lulhor of Beyond Top Secret-
arms, and the tape recorder l was carrying in The Worldwide UFO Secunty Threat, published
my left hand, were unscathed‘ by Macmillan and with a foreword by Admiral of

Several people came to my aid and helped the Fleet, Lord Hill-Norton, exchief of the
me up. After a minute or so I told them, "I was defence staffi “There are many witnesses
looking at that!" and pointed to the sky where I worldwide who have seen anomalous obiects in
had seen the angle, but there was nothing the skies which are apparently motionless.
there. Apparently nobody else had seen it. Some of these people have been adversely

Later, I tried to find out more. UFO magazine affected from a distance."
cuttings revealed an upsurge of UFO sightings Dr Susan Ifockmoro, senior locturinr In
over central and northern Scotland, but I could psychology It the Ulllversily ofthe Woo! of
find no report of angular, rather than triangular Enlnd, Bridal, specialising in
sightings, in any of the material. parapsychology and presently studying psychic

Then a fnend sent me a report of a giant V- phenomena in borderline states of
shaped formation of red and white lights that consciousness: "lt was odd that you fell that
swooped over Arizona on the night of March 13, way. It suggestsan epileptic seizure, or transient
1997, seen by thousands and videotaped by narcolepsy, a momentary sleep paralysis‘ Many
many. Reports appeared in the Daily Mail, June examples of reported ‘alien abduction‘ are really
19, and The People, June 22, testifying to the explained by this.
fact that the flying angle blotted out the stars for "Typically, people report a buzzing noise with
"more than a mile", and passed over several flashing or floating lights. In several examples I

towns at a steady 30mph, covering a distance of have examined people in this state who say they
60 miles at a height varying from 500 to several see shapes — includingtriangles."
thousand feet. llbort Buddon, senior scientic ofcor at

The reports began with a phone call from a Ibo Nlhlral History Museum and member of
retired police officer in Paulden, 60 miles north the Environmental Medicine Foundation, has
of Phoenix, and within minutes the switchboard written Allergies and Aliens, and a new book,
of the National UFO Reporting Center in Seattle Electnc UFOs: "What you saw was not a craft,
was flooded with calls from Prescott, but a hallucination. You were at an airport, with
Wickenburg, Glendale, Phoenix and Scottsdale. radar, and near to a propeller plane with the
Bill Grava, a pilot and air traffic controller for 12 engines running. You may have found yourself in
years, was on tower duty at Sky Harbor
International AIFDOII4 He saw the UFO, but says
that it did not appear on radar.

Those people in Arizona must also have gone
over and over the event until they could barely
believe it themselves. ln one respect I envy
them: they can reassure each other that it
happened. I am alone in what I saw and felt, sol
am glad that I had the photograph taken and
typed out my account within 48 hours.

I still have no idea what actually happened‘ I

have a selection of "expert" assessments,
running the gamut from those who believe that
people who see these odd sightings have been
preselected by aliens (as in the movie Close
Encounters) to those who believe it is a trick of
the mind. Here are some of the opinions.
Magnus Park, duty ofllcer at lliriiwlll
Airport, where he has been employed for the
last seven years: "Aircraft movements are
continually logged, but the recorded tapes are
reused alter 40 hours. Air Traffic Control know
of no report of anything unusual on that date.

"I have read many reports of UFO sightings
in the north of Scotland in the papers, but I have
never seen anythmg of that kind myself, and I

have never met anyone who has."
RAFspolumnanforlhe Ministry otbofonce:
"The MoD as an organisation has no interest,
expertise or role with regard to UFO BCIIVIIIES4

We monitor the skies to prevent unauthorised
incursions into British airspace.
"If we receive written reports of UFO

sightings we examine them, but only to see if ____.



probability area for unusual events. Added to
that, the stress of travelling can induce a state
in which certain chemicals are activated in the
brain. The result is an increased vigilance in the
brain's right hemisphere, which is sensitive to
what is happening on the left-hand side.

"Therefore it is not an accident that you saw
what you did. It was not necessarily a physical
obiect, and only a sensitised person is likely to
have seen it. Such ‘objects’ have a life cycle of
around I0 seconds.

"To sum up, you were in a special state
induced by travelling, a state that interfered
with the execution of your normal reflexes. The
right hemisphere of your brain activated the left
side of your visual field."

As is so often the case with any mystery
sigiting, the answers posed further questions. I

do not believe I was "meant" to see the UFO,

and was punished because I was going to point
it out to other people, but neither do I believe
that I just happened to trip at that moment.
ll it had been a normal fall, I would have put

my hands up to protect my face. l don't claim to
have been abducted. There is no family history
of epilepsy or narcolepsy.

And if I was in a special state induced by
travelling, why have I never expenenced these
phenomena on the hundreds of other
occasions at airports? Now that we are all
international tourists, why don't cases like this
happen more often?

an electromagnetic hotspot, and you may have You should have immediately tried to nd out if Finally, I rang the Breakspear Hospital at

had a focal seizure with the appearance of an the air traffic radar had picked up anything Hemel Hempstead, which deals with patients
exotic reality, resulting in a drop attack — a form unusual: by now the tape will probably be suffering from all kinds of sensitive states,

of epileptic seizure. recorded over." including drop attacks.
"Just as planes can interfere with television. llllory inns, author of an influential book, I spoke to Drloln Monro, the director of

radio and telephone reception, the electrical Altered States of Consciousness, is neither a the hospital, who explained that these can be

component in plane engines emits a powerful believer nor a sceptic. He does not doubt that common in people who are electrically

electromagnetic energy. You may be sligitly people see UFOs, but suspects they are military sensitive. "The trigger can even be a weak

more sensitive to this than other people. You devices or psychological phenomena. He has frequency - each person can be sensitive to a

had a syncope. Go to a neurologist." never investigated a human/alien encounter different level of electromagnetic frequency.

Graham rlhall, odlhr of UFOMapno and that he cannot explain as a psychological event. "Frequencies can affect the whole of the

an active researcher since 1967: "Scotland has "it comes down to this: you saw something human network between the cells, passing

had more than its fair share of triangular unusual, and you had an unusual fall. If you through them at the speed of sound.

craft sigitings. Many of them are USAF didn't trip, and the two are connected, it could "The results can be dramatic: people go

experimental craft. There are all manner of have been something that was momentarily down like ninepins with neuromuscular
UAVs - unmanned aerial vehicles — includinga visible to you and no one else. paralysis, while at the same time being

wing<shaped variety. They do not remain "There are two points to consider. The shape completely aware of what IS going on."
motionless, but hover. From the distance you saw was entirely meaningless, therefore This seemed to tie in precisely with what I

between you and the obiect, I would deduce perhaps not derived from your subconscious. experienced. It “felt” right. But was it then a

that it was hovering, but appeared motionless. When people hallucinate, they usually tell a complete coincidence that l happened to see

However, I do not know of any UAVs that are story with far more detail." an unusual shape in the sky?

angleshaped, and I would be very surprised to Professor Michael Porslngor, psycliologlstat "l don‘t believe that these people who say

hear that one was beingflown anywhere near a Lnurentlan llnlvonlty, Onhrlo, Canada, they have seen UFOs can all be wrong. The

civil aircraft air corridor." has studied the workings of the temporal lobes thing you saw might have had a magnetic field,

Nklt P099, higher executive ofcor in the of the brain. His work was the SUb]ECl of a 1994 but that doesn't necessarily make it an

Moll investigated 750 UFO sightings between BBC2 Horizon programme in which he used unnatural phenomenon "
1991 and 1994. His assessment was that some magnetic pulses to the brain to trigger temporal I don't believe that anyone can satisfactorily

UFOs were extra-terrestrial in origin: "The shape lobe activity and illusions that explain it better than Dr Jean Monro. Whatever

you describe does not correlate with anythingl can be misinterpreted by the subiect happened that day has certainly changed my
have investigated. It could be an exotic as alien abduction. opinion about UFOs.
prototype craft that I'm unaware of, but an He has also found a link between UFO The subiect used to bore me. Now l think
airport is the last place in the world you would sightings and areas of preearthquake stress about the incident frequently and I want to

choose to test a craft of that kind. Why did you under the earth's crust: "Historically and know what these things are. I will go on asking

fall? You were not looking where you were going. geographically, in Orkney you were in a high questions about them for the rest of my life I
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owadays, ubiquity is It sold well and now there is look as though they come to work Klein and Donna Karan, and never
the only reliable another collection - The X-Files: with a purpose. has an FBI man looked so
yardstrck of stardom. The Soundtrack Album — featuring Anderson's success as a TV elegantly haunted. Mulder is not
Gossipcolumn artists as diverse as the Cure, Noel icon has a lot to do with the fact your commonor-garden gumshoe;
inches, product Gallagher and the Foo Fighters. that Dana Scully actually dresses he neither shoots his cuffs nor
endorsements, TV If the show deals with the the way you would expect a chain-smokes filterless cigarettes,
appearances, paranormal, the supernatural and forensic criminologist to dress - it but prefers instead the subdued
magazine covers - the inexplicable, it actually looks is almost as though she has been sartorial tones of the adman. He
when fame comes familiar, and the art direction soused in bureaucratic dowdiness. tends to wear dark suits, black or

now, it comes in spades, merely accentuates our She wears fitted suits that make blue shirts and sombre ties along
something David Duchovny and recollection of what this type of her look like a malevolent with Hush Puppies. Perhaps not
Gillian Anderson know all about: extra-terrestrial cop programme librarian, drab if vampish skirts surprisingly, he has a penchant for
the covers of Vanity Fair, Time, should look like. There are no and |ackets in greys and browns. for the opaque, threequarter
Rolling Stone, Esquire, Arena, extravagant Metropolis skylines, (She migwt occasionally wear a length raincoat.
Details, People and The Sunday no David Lynch-type camera work, white lab coat to heigwten her Mulder always wears a

Times Magazine have all been no nods to modern, tyrannical sexuality, but we know she'd never precision sports watch, but he only
theirs for the taking. lifestyles. Lightly brushed with be naked underneath.) looks at it when he wants to worry

On the face of it, perhaps, we irony and overloaded with As the steely-hearted foil for himself about something he knows
should not be surprised. They are, ambiguity though it may be, The X- Mulder's paranoid dreamer, Scully he can do nothing about.
after all, the torchbearers of one of Files is actually a cosy experience. always has an air of authority Essentially, his clothes are soft
the most popular TV series on To iudge by Mulder and Scully's about her - something rammed and elliptical, while Scully‘s are
earth, the rnost cognisable opening scene in The X-Files home by the epaulettes that cool and efficient, perfectly
elements of an inscrutable and movie, you could be forgiven for accessorise most of her |ackets. mirroring their watertight
occasionally impenetrable thinking that this is |ust another She is refined but forceful: her personalities. If he dresses soft
phenomenon, an enigmatic soap big-budget blockbuster. When we clothes hark back to an era (cun/ed Armani shoulders and
from the outer limits. first see the world's favourite FBI when Joan Crawford and billowing suits) then she dresses

With its extreme camera close- agents, they are tearing around, Katharine Hepburn stalked the hard (slimline |ackets and court
ups, rainclrenched alleys, quasi- searching for a bomb the size of a earth, when women in the movies shoes), |ust as he's a bundle of
documentary, computer-generated vending machine, both sporting were expected to have strong angst while she's a born-again
date-lines and flashlight beams blue nylon windcheaters and characters, not act like simpering, pragmatist.
searching through the dark, The baseball caps. The sun is high, the siliconeenhanced handmaidens. It has to be said that neither is
X-Files has harnessed the heavily sky is blue, and Carter's signature Anderson's Scully does not use an avatar of cool, at least not in
burnished gimmicks of the B-movie noir style is nowhere to be seen. nudity or salaciousness to fuel her the fashion sense, which IS one
noir, turning them into slick Five minutes later, the sky is career; instead, she has reverted reason why we have taken these
televisual cliches. The whole is black, the heavens have opened, to the type of powerdressing that two morosely dedicated
offset by Mark Snow's haunting and we are delivered once again was popular l0 years ago, a style bloodhounds to our hearts,
theme music — and while most into the nether world of Carter's that demands you adorn your Towards the end of the X-Files
movies or TV series are lucky to get abstracted imagination, a world body rather than expose it. movie, skulking around the Texan
a single soundtrack album, The rife with alien beings, And as for Mulder, Duchovny's plains, on the trail of yet another
X-Files now has four, What we have governmental conspirators and alter ego walks into The X-Files’ piece of preposterously vital
is two original~score soundtracks, human anomalies. A world we dimly lit rooms like a dark cloud in evidence, Mulder and Scully stop
for the TV series and now for the have come to know very well. a single-breasted SUII, His clothes to question some extremely wary
movie. Then, two years ago, X-Files Both Mulder and Scu|ly's are so funereal that he comes schoolboys. After our beloved
creator Chris Carter came up with appearance fits ll'l cleanly with across — deliberately, one alienists tell the children why they
a shrewd marketing scam, Songs what we know to be true, too. They assumes - as the perpetual loner. should cooperate, one pipes up,
in the Key of X — a collection of may have different agendas His is a doomsday chic “You're not from the FBI. Y'all look
songs "inspired" by the TV series. influencingtheir actions, but both assembled by the likes of Calvin like door-todoor salesmen" I
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The X-Flles prlncloals never srmle. That's the Klrk, aka W||l|am Shatner T|nseltown's current
recelved WlSdDlTL In truth, so to speak, there |okedo|ng-the~rounds |s:

|sn't a great deal to chuckle about In X-F|le land, So, how do you scare Davld Duchovny?

where everyone really rs out to get you and You creep up behmd hum and qunetly whlsper,

paranold psychosis IS a cautronary necessity. “Wllllam Shatner".
Davld Duchovny‘s begullmg boylshness lllckers On hrs current tra|ectory, Duchovny as

between expresslons of m|ld cur|os|ty and doomed to become the Spooky Mulder to
studred dlsdarn, whlle Gllllan Anderson never Shatner’s over-ponderous 19705 Captaln Klrk,

r|sks more than bored sceptlclsm or But Shatner thought that by contortmg hrs
pathologmal doubt. chubby laclal musculature he could actually

But how do you get your physlognomy to compete agalnst the shallow, morallstlc story
behave ltselt when you know a) your parents llll€S and clmg on, as |t were, for rnax|murn
have told you very blg porlues, b) your slster has exposure to the global audlence.
been whlrlmg around the cosmos w|th abuslve Duchovny and Anderson know that no
extra-terrestnals and c) the government IS trymg actor's lace alone can be as lascmatlng as the
to k|l| you? Idea of a Global M|l|tary lndustnal

The best way to prevent your lace developlng Entertamrnent Complex donng secret deals w|th

a nasty case of St V|tus's dance |s to lnstruct |t an allen race lor the control of planet Earth, so

Even in the dark, hostile wnfld to "play dead" Wl1l|€ the camera IS rollmg they play |t stralght.
Consnder the altematlves open to any actor Can |t be comcrdence that, whlle at

of the paranormal lnvestlgatnr, steermg a path through a genre as tongue’|n- Pnnceton, Duchovny wrote a werghty treatlse on

there has tn be Four“ for a cheek as the TV sclence t|ct|on serles e|ther Samuel Beckett? The best Beckett productlons
you create m|nd~numb|ng|y protracted pauses are those where the actors hold themselves

hun'1[]]_1I" afgugs Stewart LEE between each syllable, by WhlCl'\ tune your back. The worst Beckett produchons, such as

enemy/audlence |s llght years away; or you Rlk Mayall and Ade Edmondson‘s lame West
bellow the llnes, shaklng wlth lorced emot|on_ End lrmp through Waltlng tor Godot ol a lew
and weanng the lace of one Captam James T years back, are ones where the actors



3 demands they may make In pnvate, on screen
“ they are prepared strll to swallow thetr egos
and get on wrth read|ngthe|r lrnes as the
author rntended.

ln a recent |nterv|ew |n AITIEHCG,

Duchovny nally got fed up wtth berng accused
of never smrlrng, and offered to name 25
examples of X»F|les eplsodes where he had
been seen to crack a dlIT\|J|€, The rntervnewer
dud not mvlte the lrtany. But the delrnltlve
"Mulder smtlrng moment" rs surely |n the
fourth-season eprsode, Small Potatoes, when
Agent Mulder calls around at Scu|ly's house
late at nrght, unexpectedly.

We see a broadly grrnnrng Mulder, through
the flsheye lens secunty spy-hole, wherem a
leenng smrle |s drstorted to full-screen effect.
He has brought round a bottle of w|ne for a
surpnse socral evening. Scully tells an unfunny
story about a school prom mght, and we
actually see Mulder laughmg at rt,

He IS wrtty, he rs charmrng, and he moves |n
for the klss that X-Frles fans have been wartrng
four long seasons for Then the real Mulder
krcks the door |n. The Mulder that had come

arrogantly try to make their mark on the text. False; Heresy and Common Sense for the Actor, round and entertamed Scully so entrclngly
X-Frles maslermlnd Chrls Carter IS laylnga a belated assault on the tyranny of the Method, was, |n fact, the shape-shlftlng mutant Eddre
story ||ne too long and complex for any mere puts forward the vrew that there IS slmply “too Van Blundht.
actor to comprehend, so Duchovny and much actrng" |n the world. Scully should have guessed rmmedrately. All
Anderson are wrse not to compllcate tts When an actor reads a lune of text srmply, an It takes to make her smlle rs for someone to
progress wlth unnecessary Querres such as: audrence catches the |llus|on of character. All lrsten to her, but everybody knows that,
"What's my motrvatron here?" hail then, those potaced plodders of the whatever Duchovny says, Mulder never smrles.

Davrd Mamet‘s recently publrshed True and paranormal. No matter what outrageous wage As for belly laughs? They're unthlnkable
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The US president in Dallas,

November 22, 1963,
moments before he was
assassinated. The CIA,

the Cubans and the mafia
have all been accused

of complicity In hls deathl
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terrorism, covert arms deals and the surrogate focus of much attention by those theorists tired
PO

hould we decide to believe to the militaryindustrial complex, a consortium
of overtly inuential military, aerospace and

onal conspiracy intelligence agencies who, along with some of
the world and the West's most insidious multinationals and

1 nancial institutions, are collectively referred to
acronyms: the FBI, CIA, KGB, as the Secret Government. ln The X-Files they
DIA, MoD, M 16, l-TD, NSA, are known simply as the Syndicate.
ONI, AGARD, AFOSI, Nasa, However, the acronym that has been causing
Nato, Fema and all the other the most consternation amongthe more
notoriously clandestine paranoid conspiricists is Fema ~ the Federal

suspicious Emergency Management Agency - the
powers and unspecified American government body ostensibly in charge

at of responding to disasters both natural and
specialise in everything from man-made. Fema is mistakenly believed to have

ernational espionage, genetic engineering, the power to hilly suspend the constitutional
vanced artificial intelligence, intemational government and, consequently, has become the

professi

licing of cyberspace to investigating crop of dredging up more conspiracies orchestrated
circles, catching UFOs and hunting down the by old stalwarts such as the FBI and the CIA.

ho
CU

rdes of greenish, swollen-headed homunculi Traditionally, Fema has been charged with the
rrently exploring our planet. management of floods, earthquakes, asteroids,
Everywhere you look, there is a conspiracy hurricanes, comets and terrorist activities of all

theory and some kind of secret organisation kinds, although its appearance in The X-Files

be
co
hind it, be it masonic, occult, papal or simply movie suggests a rather more sinister mandate,
nstitutional. Dodi Fayed was killed by the one involving — you guessed it - the

British intelligence services on the orders of the paranormal, and in particular a massive
monarchy; 10,000 black males were either alien/government collusion (the one with all the
abducted or killed duringthe Los Angeles riots tunnels). Exaggeration isthe key to
of
so
BC

pe

P-itPMN

ci.

E

Wish

1994; Saddam Hussein is a long~term CIA understanding the world of the conspiracy
y; and born-again Christian Glenn Hoddle is theorists: deaths are always untimely,
tually in league with the Devil (a man who, coincidences bizarre, and happenstance an
rhaps unsurprisingly, also happens to be untrustworthy and formidable opponent.

Argentine). Assassinations and mysterious As life will never be as strange as we want it
aths are obviously favourite targets - the to be, myths and legends, both secular and

Kennedys, Marilyn Monroe, Martin Luther King, otherwise, have always fuelled our fantasies.
Jim Morrison, Diana, Princess of Wales, Kurt Also, we are a deeply paranoid species: before

. Cobain, etc - though today anything is fair aliens we were scared of everything from
ga
Mi

e[.lLi'+<iii

?gse

myan

me, even the greatest story ever told. Many electricity and industrial machinery to religion
ddle Eastern religious fanatics still believe the and the coming of night. “Suspiciousness is a

three wise men were actually part of an archaic cognitive adaptation which has been naturally
cret society, and that the birth of Jesus was selected to protect us from a dangerous world,"

not as unexpected as we all believe today. says Dr Kenneth Kendler, a psychiatrist at the
These stories often have so many strands Medical College of Virginia, and the world expert

that you soon realise everything is connected. on paranoia. “Evolution has produced a natural
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cond world»war intelligence reports alluded to safety A study done recently at University
the fact that Nazi scientists had been involved in College, London, found that while everyone is a

the reconstruction of alien technology. A decade bit paranoid some of the time, about 10% of so
later, these reports tell into the hands of the CIA, called "normal" people rated higher on a

who, in a sting called Operation Paperclip, paranoia scale than did psychotic patients. The

For instance, there are rumours that pre- bias towards assuming danger rather than

:' ferried untold numbers of Nazi scientists to the crucial difference was that the “normals” were

]Fi»\|‘nw.

United States in order to continue their reverse- happy with their deluded beliefs.
engineering work and thus escape warcrime But as well as believing in demons, we have

charges. Some of the most popular theories always believed in fairies, too, and now that
if that follow from this line of inquiry involve the modernday fantasies are so sophisticated, so

.\miiuwasii».

covert relationship between the US government diverse and so vast - a multi-milliondollar
and various alien forces, a relationship that has industry, in fact - it IS no wonder we are looking
resulted in the construction of hundreds of even harder into the night, trying to bring all
underground bases and a vast network of manner of strange phenomena to life in order to

=, transporter tunnels running from Alaska to satisfy our morbid imaginations; no wonder

20uiuiis

Y3

Peru, from the Pentagon to deepest Wyoming. our paranoid fantasies are becoming grander
i ‘.= Who said that fact was stranger than fiction? and more esoteric.

Conspiricists like to believe that these Without embroiling yourself in the genre, it is
attershot agencies are somehow controlled by difficult to understand the passion with which

a larger, more menacing, allencompassing this stuff is devoured, difficult to fathom why

ganisation, an authority that seems to belong someone such as Whitley Strieber, for instance,
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author of the bestselling Communion, iIl"l(.l says Dr Kendler. “We are more paranoid of
possibly America's most famous alier. others when we see them as very different to us.
“abductee", is considered such a sage. In the The lntemet reduces these differences."
introduction to one hot conspiracy book, Cosmic So the lntemet conspiracy theories thrive,
Top Secret: The Unseen Agenda, the author reinforced by constant repetition. I guarantee
John King is generous in his praise for those that ifyou spend enough time surfing the Net
who have co-operated with him: "I'm indebted you will nd irrefutable proof that the
to the many brave souls who, in the face of Yugoslavian Olympic women's basketball team
ridicule, persecution and worse lwhat, exactly?], collectively killed Castro; that the British version
have each in their way contributed to the of The Magic Roundabout contained hidden
gradual dissemination of information pertaining drug references; and that Elvis has been
to the British and US govemments‘ alleged reincamated as Baby Spice.
involvement with extra-terrestrial intelligences That a bunch of workshy trainspotters should
and their technology." These people care so decide to fan the ames of any of these
much, sometimes they scare themselves. Or, as extraordinary notions should be of little surprise
Dr Kendler points out, rather ironically, "lt to anyone. When the protagonist is flying solo,
becomes maladaptive when individuals spend a neither wanting nor needing any type of
huge amount of time and energy over fears acknowledgment or endorsement from the
which are not reality-based." pack, that's when things get truly weird. Just

There is so much literature, so many books look at Sean Lennon and his patently absurd
that explore, explain and seemingly ratify the accusations that his Beatle father was
possibility of govemment conspiracy theories - assassinated bythe US govemment because he
especially anything to do with UFOs — one was considered to be an inuential, albeit
wonders how these people can take it all in. But pacist, revolutionary. “Anybody who thinks that
take it in they do, joining the dots as they go Mark Chapman was iust some crazy guy who
along; in their world, everything is connected. killed my dad for his personal interests is

This obsession has obviously not escaped insane," said young
the creators of The X-Files, who have crafted Could the Lennon, "or very naive, or
dozens of the episodes around reaHife hasn't thought about it
phenomena, convoluted conspiracies and urban CI‘EtLll'B 111 clearly." Clearly.
mythology. "Many of our ideas spring from char f If this could be true,

. . . . ge 0 .

actual accounts, essays, pieces in ioumals that then surely anything
we expand by positing ‘what if‘," says The X- the Whlte could. According to The
Files’ creator, Chris Carter. In reality — if that can House New York Times, for a few
still apply here — there is such a wealth of moments on Saturday,
supporting evidence for every conspiracy from b8 June 6, Bill Clinton's plane
the rst Kennedy assassination to the Manson - was missing. “Radar
murders, that Carter's ctionalised dramas H images ofAir Force One
often unintentionally obscute the evidence. rephtant? ickered mysteriously
People who believe that UFOs exist, that extra twice . . . and, according
terrestrials are visiting our world, and that covert to air trafc controllers, vanished entirely from
echelons of govemment, the military and the their radar screens as the plane ew over New
intelligence services are fully aware of these Jersey," read the story, rather overplaying the
facts - these people don't need evidence, as word "mysteriously". lntriguingly, this was the
they can prove it themselves. Or at least they second time this year that the presidential jet
can prove that they dovmloaded it from the had trailed off the same radar system, which led
seamier recesses of the lntemet, which in their some to believe that the president had
eyes is tantamount to the same thing. previously been abducted by aliens, and that

The Net is a place where the impossible can the creature in charge of the most powerful
soon become plausible, and where nation on earth was actually a substitute
nonconformity is considered a virtue ratherthan replicant who on these two occasions was
a handicap; a place where it is safe to lay your checking in with his orbiting space buddies.
demons down as well as subscribing to Tentatively propagated by one American
someone else's. It is also possibly the only place magazine as the only plausible line of defence
where Oliver Stone's ridiculous JFK is taken Clinton has left against Monica Lewinsky —

seriously. Since the Net has spread around the "Your honour, it was not myself in the Oval
globe, those furtive little souls who formerly Ofce with that youngwoman, but an alien
found information and expression only through clone" - the story has nevertheless gathered
photocopied newsletters covered in arcane considerable speed, fuelled by the 50% of the
gothic typefaces have found a virtual home. For American public who passionately believe in
these men (and they are nearly always men), the existence of UFOs.
the lntemet has delivered empowerment. This not only proves that the modern-day ‘
Conspiricists and ufologists can now access conspiracy theory has reached unprecedented
millions of like-minded souls any rninute of the levels of absurdity, but it shows also that
day or night. Here, there is safety in numbers. White House spin doctors really do have a

“The global village is breaking down barriers," sense of humour after all I
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hen he was 17, fans consequently think of him as ungrateful:

David Duchovny had an accident that changed "Unfortunately, the possibility is that they see
the way he looked. He fainted, standing in a lift. me as being aloof. My feeling is that I make the

He hit the wall, and then the ground. They never show, and that takes so much time and so

gured out why - they put him in casualty and much energy, and that's a gift, even though I'm

checked his brain and his heart, but it was all compensated for it. That's my gilt to the fans
okay. He's never fainted since. and that's where I'd like it to end."

One tooth was knocked out ng-it away, and To change the sub|ect from whoring oneself, I

they iammed it back in. One was chipped in half. say, you're also known in Britain for your car

One was twisted sideways, pushing his lip out. It advert. He smiles. It was a shadowy, faux-X-Files

didn't bother him much at the time - he was spot for Ford cars. "Why do it?" he mutters,

more upset about missingthe next week's before I ask. "Money. It's simply for the money.

basketball game. He went around like that for And there's something deeply wrong about it if

two or three years, his teeth mangled. "l think you come at it from an artistic point of view." A

maybe I smiled less," he says. Eventually he lost wide grin. "And yet I'm able to live with myself."
his top four middle teeth. It didn't freak him out If I remember rigit, you seem more Mulder
until he became an actor. "I went, gee, I kind of than Duchovny in the advert. Did you mind that?

wish I had my teeth," he says. "Just because "No," he says, "actually I preferred it to be that
they get so big up there on the screen, and way. Rather than ‘This is David Duchovny for

sometimes I'm thinking people are looking and Ford’. I'd prefer to whore Mulder than to whore

thinking that they're phoney." myself." Incidentally, he does not drive a Ford.

Duchovny is now 37. He was not famous He is married to American actress Tea Leoni.

before he took the role of agent Fox Mulder in They recently moved into what I call a Malibu

The X-Files, but he had enioyed a quiet, semi- "mansion". He gets deIensive."lt‘s not a

successful career ever since he gave up mansion. It's got two bedrooms." It is, none the

academia (he studied literature at Princeton and less, a twobedroom house in which you can lie

Yale) for acting. His most notable performances in the bath and look at the Pacific Ocean.

had been in the cult drama The Rapture, and, he says, "you feel like you're floating in the

with Brad Pitt, in the serial-killer road movie water, above the water," ‘

Kalifornia, but there are little pieces of him Tea Leoni stars in Deep Impact, one of the

littered all around the world's video stores: as a summer's other big-budget movies. When I ask

baddie in the canine high-iinks comedy him whether they had a domestic bet about

Beethoven, as a transvestite detective in David whose movie would make the most money, he

Lynch's Twin Peaks, and as a cameraman in says, frankly, "l never thought there was going
Richard Attenborough's Chaplin. to be a contest. I thought we were going to

Naturally, though he appreciates what a crush Deep Impact, and now I think they're ~

godsend The X-Files was - and how well the going to win. They've made $140m, and I don't concedes, cheery but slumped low in a London

character of Mulder suited his natural dry, know if we're going to do that." hotel-room armchair, “and there are moments

understated style - he has also worked to keep It was because of his marriage that he of utter dread and self-hatred." In Germany he

his dignity, and his distance, from Fox Mulder. announced last year that if The )(~FiIes remained was momentarily diverted when a woman

Neither he nor costar Gillian Anderson had ever based in lowcost, Vancouver he would refuse to snuggled down to talk to him and began, "l

Q succumbed to the temptation to appear before return. His last few months in Vancouver were know you are a bigenema lover and I too am a

71- their fans at an X-Files convention until marred by a barrage of hostile publicity. The bigenema lover . . Crikey. "I was, whoa, I

I Anderson recently cracked. When I ask him Vancouver media took his determination to be didn't know we were doing those kind of

whether they pay good money for her to appear, with his wife in Los Angeles as a reiection of interviews," he says. Sadly, it was the accent

§ he replies, evenly, "l mean, all money's good their city. In the TV show's final episode of the Animal-lover. She wanted to know about his dog.

money, right? I’m sure that money was no fifth season, 15,000 people appear as the Duchovny's stay in London is brief, but he

Z different from the other money she had laying audience for a chess match; he was asked to has been trying to plug into the local culture.

j around." He still refuses to play along "There's attend and say a few words. It went fine, but he to observe and understand. "What do you

f a certain merchandising aspect about it that I regrets doing it. “That's not how you say think of Beckham?" he asks. He needs other.

don't like," he says, “I'm not saying I'm Mr goodbye," he reasons. “It's like a show-business tangentially related information as well. "What,"

5, Integrity - I do my share of whorish things. And way to say goodbye. So I hated it." he asks, “does ‘tosser' mean”
I’m not eveii saying that conventions are Over the past few days, Duchovny has been One of the stories that did the rounds before

: shamelessly ripping people off, But I didn't want traversing Europe, answering over and over it was announced that The X-Files was moving to

.: to be involved in it." pretty much the same questions he has had to Los Angeles was that the intransigent Duchovny

28 He is well aware that some of the show's answer in America. "It's very tiring," he was simply going to be replaced by a younger



FBI agent, played by a Canadian actor called He Wl|| not now be able to make a non-X-Files He IS once more explainingthat he won't do
Chris Owens. He says that was never true. movie until next summer Whatever else he somethingor other “unless they hold a gun to
Ironically, however, he had suggested that decides to do, he scoffs at the idea that he IS my mother's head", and, when the publicist
Owens — who had played a couple of other under much pressure “l‘ve made It. I've made interrupts, I am accusing him of harbouring a
minor characters - come into the series as a plenty ol money ~ I'm not extravagant. I am repressed matrrcrdal desire.
younger Mulder, lrguring that it might help to get proud ot the JOD that I've done. I've done some “No doubt." he says to me. "Do you want me
the older Mulder some time off. films that I'm proud of. I've done a TV show that to pay you lor that insight, or are you giving it to
"l would like It to become an ensemble I'm proud ol. I've attained cultural icon status, if me lor free?"

show," he says, “so that I might have time to do that was somethingl ever wanted - no - "Hmmm," says the publicist to both of us.
a project while I was doing The X-Files." In truth, but I can put that on my CV ill ever go lor a |ob "Matr|crde. Nice conversation."
he would like more than this. "l would like to be at Burger King. So what do I have to prove?" “Your greatest literary achievement would be
off the TV show," he says, "but I'm committed to nothing without it," Duchovny points out.
do two more years." After that, an X-Frles movie . , "Hamlet was the king of mother I---ers and
every lew years would nicely feather the pension dldl dn the Furd killers, Yet you blush at the mere mention of it,
nest lor him. Money There's Something You hypocritical nation. It's got a place in the

Would you say categorically that you Wl|| not theatre, but not l|'l normal dlSCUSSl0Tl . . . That IS
srgn up to do longer than the two years? deeplywrungW1thfI‘DlTl why you have such a wonderful culture. What IS

“Oh yeah. Well, they might take my mother - ' - more inspirlngthan hypocrisy?"
hostage and put a gun to her head. I don't think an arnstlc standpmnt and It IS soon atter this that the nice, surprising
I should say categorically, but short ol that. . YEI IITH HIJIE I0 live Mr Duchovny is led away I
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It tookjust two seasons for The X-Files to gathermomentum
forthe jump to the big screen —will it measure up?

Despite the X-Files's phenomenal success as a museum's full theatricaksize screen. every staff
TV series, it had a slow-bum start when it rst member in attendance had the same thouyit:
premiered in the United States in the autumn of The X-Files worked on the big screen.
1993. Then it had only a small, devoted cult Carter recalls that niyit as the one, "when
audience. But by the time the show's team of we started to consider doinga feature lm. ln

producers, writers and directors were invited to fact, I think that was the rst ni§it we ever
front a panel discussion on the series at the spoke about it out loud".The idea of turning The executive producer of The X-Files, managed to

Museum of Television and Radio in early spring X<Files into a movie gained momentum as the steal a few days in Hawaii during the Christmas

1995, during the second season, The X-Files show's weekly chronicling of disparate break to brainstorm and develop an outline for

was on a roll not en|oyed by a genre series paranormal events evolved into a more serial the lm. With this outline in his hand, Carter

since Star Trek. style of storytelling. later set about wntingthe 124-page screenplay

It was already being shown outside America "Those two and three-part episodes were in the only 10 days he had free.

- Sky had been airing it since January 1994 very successful," says Carter, "and, all of a He isolated himself back in Hawaii and

and the BBC from the following September. sudden, it didn't look like we were doing weekly began work on producing his selfimposed

A popular X-Files website was initiated, 43-minute 8pISOdE5. We were doing shows that quota of 10 pages a day. By the time he

featuring publicity photos, online appearances were verging on feature-length, stories that were returned to his ofce in Los Angeles he had

by Chris Carter, the show's creator, episode worthy of a more grand»scale execution. And we completed 90 pages of his script — iust 10 short

summaries and, most significantly, a forum kept hearing, ‘This is better than most movies of his original goal. Carter's nearly completed

where thousands of fans, self-proclaimed X- you see in the theatre."‘ screenplay was turned over to an enthusiastic

philes, could post comments and engage in With his five-year contract with Fox nearly up, Fox feature department.
debate about the show. Carter knew that the lth season of the X-Files The plot of the screenplay revolves around a

Aside from the yatifying conrmation that could be, if not the last, the last with him at the man becoming infected with with an alien

that their unique, dare-tobe-different show had helm. What better way for the first five years of embryo, which grows inside him while being

successfully made the leap from relative the series to culminate than with a feature lm? carefully monitored by a secret government

obscunty to centre stage, that nigit in Los And as Carter points out, "lt seemed a novel project. Eventually, the alien bursts out of the

Angeles was significant in one other respect: as way to answer some of the questions raised in host's body. It is left to Mulder and Scully to

an episode from the series was shown on the the show's rst years, while revitalising the show track down the dead host's remains and

in which to make the film fell roughly between

television production schedule would wrap -

Snioliescrun: at the hurl of Syndicate to beg," wmk on the hm, Season

"'M*""'$' |‘ "" ""'“"’ s"'°u"lMi" Carter and Frank Spotnitz, writer and co WclllldWDI'k HS H lT1UViB

as it proceeded into its later years." perform an autopsy, which confirms there is an

With both Carter and executives at Twentieth imminent alien plague. Further investigation
Century Fox convinced that the summer leads them to a cornfield of beehives, where the

following the show's fifth season was the ideal Syndicate is experimenting with methods of
time to release an X-Files feature, plans for the spreading the virus. Scully is stung by one of the

film's production moved forward. The only gap carrier bees. Though it hadn't been given the

and August 25, when Duchovny and Anderson SHW an Bpi5UdB Urlthe blg
would have to report back to Vancouver, in order screen knewThe X_Fi1eS

> 'A;R' < “ ‘

May 5, 1997 - when the fourth season rst the producers



1'

official goahead, the film was given a had a longer production schedule overall."
development budget by the studio and plans for Despite the many advantages of waiting until
production moved fonivard. Pre-production on the following year to make the movie, Carter
The X-Files started at the beginning of April and the studio determined that the time for the
1997, just 10 weeks before the intended start of X-Files movie was now. "A certain amount of
principal photography would begin. Ten weeks money had been spent on development," says
was an excruciatingly short period of time in Carter. "And the writers for the show were well
which to prepare a lm. Large-scale effects into writing the scripts for the fth season -
movies - which this promised to be - typically stories that were going to set up the plot of the
prep for eight months to a year; and six months movie. Too much of the machinery was in
was standard even for straiitforward feature- motion for making the movie that summer. To
length comedies and dramas. Yet, cameras reverse the momentum would have been very
would roll on the complex X-Files movie in only complicated. The boat had already sailed."
10 weeks - and nothing had been done. lt seemed an impossible task. Yet the final

No department heads had been hired. No cut and nished project was out in |ust one year.
locations had been scouted. No storyboards The lm finally opened in America on June 19
had been drawn. No sets had been designed, let this year. A mixed reception awaited the release.
alone constructed. A denite shooting schedule Critics denounced one scene, almost a replica
had not been determined. A budget had not of the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing, as
been worked out and ageed upon. Even the "tasteless" and "disturbing". The public,
script in hand was only a rst draft. however, loved the nished product; the film

So much had to be done in so short a time went straight to the top of the box ofce, taking
that, just days into the pre-production process, $21m in the first weekend - more than half the
Dan Sackheim, the producer, approached $40m ittook to make the movie.
Carter about the possibility of postponing the Initial fears that only the fans of the
movie until the following summer. “We were so television senes would be attracted were
under the gun," Sackheim explains, "that it just calmed as lmgoers across the board, young,
didn't seem we could get all the elements old, male and female, all queued patiently for
together in time. By waiting until the following tickets. Now heads tum to Bntain to see if, when
summer, we could have done our prep in the the lm opens here on August 21, the response
months before the senes wrapped, and started will be as enthusiastic I
lming as soon as Gillian and David carne off Extracts taken from The Making of the
the senes, which would have given us more X~Files: Fight the Future. ByJodyDuncan
shooting days with them. We could also have (HarperCoIIins, £9.99).

The X-Files team had luet 10 weelie to
prepare the rnovle'e spectacular epeclal
effects. I eclentlet has a close encounter
ot the alien lilnd, above, iirhlle emergency
eervlcee remove all the evidence, lelt
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Explaining the unexplainable

lerome Burne ponders the
role ofThe X-Files
in the face ofnewreports
fromthe frontiers
of research — stories just as
strange and also true

Could marnstream sctence have got |t serlously mternatlonal panel of sclenttsts had concluded professor ofapplred physics at Stanford

wrong wrth lts long-standmg dlsmrssal of the that UFOs should be properly rnvestrgated. Unlverstty, and mcluded such senror flgures as

UFO phenomenon as a mrxture of hoax Grant d|SCS over Pans, glowlngcrgar shapes the professor of planetary sclence at Anzona

and |l|uston7 Just two months ago, headllnes hoverrng |n the Texan skles and whlstlrng oval Unrversrty and the professor of astronomy at the.

appeared |n broadsheet newspapers on both ob|ects above Provence were amongthe oblects Umversrty of Vrrgrnra.

sldes of the Atlantrc that certalnly suggested so. that, It sald, l'TlEtllEd proper research. Most For fans oflhe X-Flles, th|s was slmply a

The Tlmes was typrcal: Sclentrsts Agree To Open newspapers took the report ser|ously_ slnce the matter of better late than never In the world of

X-Flles On UFO Data, |t thundered. An screntlflc panel was charred by Peter Sturrock, agents Mulder and Scully, alrens regularly crash

l

l

l

or just perpetuatingmyths?

l

l

l
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their craft, psychotics on death row have
telepathic powers, and humans change into
animals. it is a place where the paranormal is
normal and doubting that such things exist
starts to appear perverse.

So might this be a sign that mainstream and
fringe science are moving closer together?
Certainly, faced with some of the extraordinary
scientic announcements of recent years, it is
hard for the intelligent lay person to know what
is reasonable and what is not. Cloning an adult
sheep from cells in its udder, for instance, was
rmly in the realm of science ction, right up
until the day Dolly was revealed to the world.

At least the principles of cloning are
comprehensible - what is the non-scientist to
make of this, which appeared in The New
Scientist a few months ago: “The mere fact that
a quantum computer would give the answers if
it were run can be enouyi to get results. Even if
the computer is, in fact, not run"?

Quantum physics has been challenging our
common-sense view of the world for decades.
but now a quantum computer may actually
be built, and it should make a mockery of one of
science’s most basic principles - the link
between cause and effect. One of the key
theories in quantum computing holds that
“causes” that do not actually happen can still
produce "effects", ie, a computer can be tumed
off and still produce a result.

But the shift from what science considers
impossible to the possible may tum out to be
even more fundamental. One of the biggest
challenges not only to our understanding of the
world but to the scientic method is
consciousness. How do the electrical and found peptides all over the body, especially in challenge Mulder and Scully every week?
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chemical actions of neurones in your brain the immune system. One current idea is that Ghosts, it has been suggested, could be sound

produce your expenence of feeling hungry, of this explains how the mind can inuence the waves captured by certain crystalline materials

wondering whether to go for a pizza, or even of body. No longer is the brain the grey controller: - why then rule out such phenomena as
wondering what it means to wonder? In their instead the body's systems are all part of a demonic possession and poltergeists?

efforts to understand consciousness, some dense web, explaining why feeling good about In the rst episode of The X-Files, faced with

scientists are considering invoking some of the yourself can help ght off disease. corpses with curious marks, Mulder remarks,

deeply counter-intuitive ideas of quantum Now the requirements for life itself are "When convention and science offer no

physics, as well as abandoning one of the most undergoing a radical rethink Only 20 years ago, answers, might we not consider the fantastic

chenshed distinctions in science, between the conventional wisdom held that nothing could as a possibility?"

objective and the subjective. survive without energy directly or indirectly from The notion behind this, indeed the premise of

Even the relationship between the mind and the sun, outside a temperature range between the whole series, is that science suffers from a

the body, which has obsessed philosophers freezing and 12O°F. Now we know hydrothermal failure of the imagination. The irony is that when

since the ancient Greeks, has been given a vents on the sea oor support organisms that you compare the challenge of explaining

remarkable new twist by the discovery that we obtain their energy from sulphur and hydrogen consciousness with how someone got some bite

have a system of peptides in the brain, chemical and survive at temperatures of 234°E marks on their body or bits of metal up their

messengers that can control our moods and In the liyit of such rethinking, how can nose, there is no contest. In the 50 years since

emotions. Dmgs such as morphine mimic these anyone object to taking UFOs seriously or, for the rst ying saucer sighting, the eld has got

natural chemicals. Recently, researchers have that matter, any of the other mysteries that nowhere. That international committee pushing
for UFO recognition had to admit that, despite
visitations in numbers that should surely tax our
air trafc control, there was still not a singleScience suffers

.3!“"7-"T

piece of physical evidence, iust a lot of stories.
The same is true of staple X Files

phenomena such as giosts mediums and' t 1 0 '

’ U I I I aI IPe spontaneous combustion. The same old details,

': and stones are rehashed again and again.
Genetics and astrophysics are where the really

3*" imaginative thinking is going on Yet the newthe imagination
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seem, are based on predictions and expenment. which is why, taken out of a dramatic setting
Quantum theory is accepted because it works. and into the scientic light, the likes ot aliens
Rock-eating bacteria are accepted because we and telepathy shrivel away. '
keep nding them. The problem is that once you start looking at

The truth is that while The X-Files needs numbers, or more specically, energy, the sums
science, its socalled mysteries do not present just do not add up. Take the problem of
any interesting challenge to science. Scully is traversing the vastness oi space. Sci buffs
there as the voice of science, altiioui know you do it with a warp drive, which involves
occasionally her grip on the basics seems a little expanding and contracting space-time. This is
shaky. Faced with speculation about time travel, allowed under the theory of relativity but it may
she exclaims, “But time is an invariant". This, not help much. Recent calculations by Larry
tor someone who wrote a thesis called Einstein's Ford, a theoretical physicist at Tufts University,
Twin Paradox: A New Interpretation, was a Massachusetts, have shown that in order not to
serious solecism. The whole point of the twin violate laws of energy conservation, a warp drive
paradox is that it illustrates that time is relative. would require an energy equivalent to 10 billion

Anne Simon, a plant virologist at the times the entire mass of the visible universe.
University of Massachusetts, is the show's 01‘ course such reasoning does not impress
scientic adviser. She provides the realistic the believers. Aliens, they say, use technologies
details, but her most important iob is to provide we have not begun to dream of. But that is the
Scully with her sceptical ammunition. point. With no rules, no limits and no theories

This scepticism often appears more like that can be tested, the great mass otTl'ie X-Files
closed-mindedness; it rarely turns out to be material falls into that splendid and ancient
useful or warranted. Even after being presented tradition known as myth—making.
with solid evidence tor psychic abilities, alien Science may be hard to understand and it
abductions and human combustion, she is still certainly does not come up with all the answers,
doubting, Scientists are not sceptical for the but it is the best method we have developed tor
sake of it, but because in real lite the evidence uncovenng the truth. However, The X-Files is a
just does not come in such a dramatic forrn. brilliant teaching aid. It should be used in every

The endless repetition and checking involved classroom for exploring where science stops
in good science rarely makes good drama, and fantasy begins - and why I
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My day begins when I I lived vicariously through my friend were very hard workers. I have one hits and it's good, you have to

wake up at 5.30. I never Sam George, who took over my old younger brother and he's an obey its demands.

use an alarm clock. I think iob as editor at Surfing magazine. I amazing person: he's one of the Things would probably have

surfers generally wake up sent him around the world on a youngest tenured professors at the been different if I'd had children. I

early - it's the time when year's vacation because I wanted Massachusetts Institute of hear that they actually give you a

you get your best surf - him to write a book about being a Technology. He teaches a physics kind of perspective on life that

and I love it because the surfer at 40. He's finished it now discipline called material science. would prevent you from becoming

phones aren't ringing and there's and I'm editing It. It was drummed into our heads this consumed. I was actually

that stillness and coolness. I'm usually behind my desk by very early that we didn't know what struck recently by the gratuitous

I've been talking to Frank 8am, and because my support a hard day's work was. And we're quality of what I do, when my

Spotnitz, my colleague and co crew here take such good care of still saying it to ourselves. brother was introduced to

writer, about trying to get into the me, they will have some egg whites 'l eat lunch at my desk — someone at work as Craig Carter,

office at 4am. If we could do that, and a coffee waiting. Then I'll get whatever is the latest health kick Chris Carter's brother. Here's a

he and I might by noon have done my laptop computer fired up and that we're on at the office. I've person who IS so learned and has

a pretty good day's work creatively, open the script l'in working on. spent more time in this office than fought so hard and yet I have this

so then all the producing, which is Last year, I wrote or rewrote I4 anywhere else in my life. I never notoriety that has eclipsed him,

very unstructured, could be done episodes, but usually its more. have a conscious aversion to it but Right now, my life IS such that I

afterwards. But of course, life and At any time in the production I don't have any particular work and I go home. I never, ever

family intrude and I don't know if cycle, we always have one episode attachment either. I never, ever go out at nigwt. It's all about

it'll happen. where we're working on the story, nest. It's the surfing thing: travel conservation of energy. I've got to

At 6am I exercise. Whenever one being written, one being ligit, never take root. stay focused. Usually I'll get

possible, I surf, but if there is no prepped, one shooting, one being I work until at least 9 30 and I something to eat on the way

surf, I work out. I really hate gyms, edited, and one in sound and always work weekends. My wife's home. There's a place near my

but I caved in last year because I music. Between The X‘F||€!S and staying in Santa Barbara is nothing house where they serve Mexican

had never run two shows before Millennium, its sister series, that's to do with any kind of marital food and I'll eat at the bar. I know

and I was feeling completely a dozen stories you're keeping break-up. We've been together 16 the bartender and we talk. but

stressed and crazed. in your head years. It's more that she'd rather be I'm not someone who tends to

Getting regular exercise helps. I can write anywhere There's a there and not see nie than here unload on anybody. I'm very much

If I've surfed, I come to work very funny photograph of me on and not see me We speak all the “trust no one".
feeling completely reiuvenated. the first day of shooting Mrllenniurn time and its actually very romantic When I get back. I crawl into

When I'm in the water is when I'm where I'm sitting in a park, I'd suggest it to anybody as a way bed as quickly as possible and

most at peace. But the bad part of surrounded by homeless people, of creating connection and desire. watch CNN or read. Usually I'm

" it is that I start thinking about working on my laptop She would like it if I were home asleep by 11 30, but I

surfing too much, and then that's Luckily. I have an ability to more often, but she knows that I don't fall asleep easily

" all I want to do concentrate - it's a problem- tend to feel a little obsessive and l'in thinking about work

It has its own cycle of solving facility - but even so, I'm understands that I would probably all the time, but to me

irresponsibility. I sneak down to always beating myself up about not be miserable il I had to live my life that's good. If it's not

7 Mexico to surf whenever I can, but being disciplined enough. Maybe it any differently right now. l'ni not a on my mind, I'm not

38 when l was too busy last year, comes back to my parents, who workaholic, but when sonietliing doing my iob right.
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